Using wood glue, glue two of the 8’x3”x1” furr strips to the 8’ edge of the underlayment panel board. Clamp the furr strips to the board, let the glue dry.

Cut the remaining 8’x3”x1” furr strip in half and repeat the above step for the remaining 4’ edge of the board. Once glue is dry, generously nail these furr strips to the board for added support.
Cut 6” off one of the 8’x2”x1” furr strips and cut the remaining 8’x2”x1” furr strips into 5 approximately 20” pieces. Glue the 7.5’ strip to the middle of the board lengthwise and the 5 20” pieces widthwise (3 on one side 2 on other side of the 7.5’ strip.

Cut the 2”x4” into three 4” pieces for the turrets.

Using the other underlayment panel, cut into pieces for the top and sides of both the start and middle ramp and the wall shown in the drawings.
Cut remaining 2”x1” furr strips into pieces for ramp supports and nail strips as shown in the following pictures.
Cut three pieces of 2”x1” furr strip for the box around the bullseye and nail together as shown in drawings
Spray paint the board, ramp, and wall black. Spray paint the three turrets grey. Once the paint is dry, speckle paint the ramps and wall with the grey paint. A second coat was needed for the turrets and the board was just spot checked again with paint.

Cut square hole as shown in drawings.

Using dimensions in drawings, carefully mark where each part is paced on the board. Glue each part to board and weigh down until dry.
Use wood filler to fill gap between ramps and board and between the top and the slope of ramp as shown.
Using the dimensions from drawing 3, carefully mark on the board the tape lines. Without stretching the tape, put about an inch more tape on each side. Once the tape has set into a fixed position on the board cut the excess tape off into the final position previously marked.
Using dimensions from drawing 2, mark the positions of the three turrets with a silver sharpie. Cut Velcro strips into 3”x1” pieces and glue then staple the Velcro strips in the middle of the marked position on the board as well as on the turret itself.

Using the grey paint, paint the parking area following the dimensions in drawings, touch up areas on board as needed as well.
Glue washer $\frac{3}{4}''$ from the end tape line as shown in drawings